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Disposable Mask

Description
  Comfortable relief against the irritating effects of non-toxic 
nuisance dusts such as pollen, powders, cut grass, and other 
airborne irritants
  Contoured design provides maximum field of vision, even 
with glasses, and they do not interfere with breathing or 
speech 
  Adjustable metal nose band for a proper fit
  Latex-free, dual elastic head straps help keep the respirator 
positioned properly on the face
  Disposable and maintenance-free
 Color helps differentiate it from respirators
  This mask is not a respirator, it does not meet NIOSH 
specifications, and it does not provide lung protection

Technical Data
Material Polyester
Color  Green
Sizing One Size
Packaging 10028549 - 5 masks per bag, 24 bags per case 

10059526 - 25 masks per box, 8 boxes per case 
10028560 - 50 masks per box, 8 boxes per case

Case Dimensions 10028549 - 11.4” x 10.1” x 6.1” / 29cm x 25.7cm x 15.5cm
10059526 - 9.4” x 9.4” x 8.3” / 24cm x 24cm x 21cm 
10028560 - 12.2” x 9.6” x 12.2” / 31cm x 24.5cm x 31cm

Case Weight 10028549 - 6.9 lbs / 3.1 kg 
10059526 - 2.9 lbs / 1.3 kg 
10028560 - 4.9 lbs / 2.2 kg

COO China
 

Barcodes
Item Bag/Box Case
10028549 641817002094 00641817041611 
10059526 641817004319 80641817004315
10028560 641817002100 10641817002107

Non-Toxic Dust Mask - 10028549 (5pk)    10059526 (25pk)    10028560 (50pk) 

INDUSTRIAL/RETAIL PACKAGED
(10059526 - 25PK BOX)

RETAIL PACKAGED
(10028549 - 5PK BAG)

INDUSTRIAL/RETAIL PACKAGED
(10028560 - 50PK BOX)


